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1. Small Random Number Generators for Security of Mobile Information Systems

Random numbers are used for various purposes in network security systems, for example, as identification numbers, as encryption keys, for blinding secret internal signals from hackers, and so on. With increasing demand for strong security systems, random numbers must be of high quality. In the case of mobile information systems such as smart cards and cellular phone, random number generators (RNGs) must be reduced to chip size. Because conventional high-quality RNGs based on physical phenomena are too large to be used in smart cards, pseudo RNGs are generally used in smart cards, though RNGs show periodicity and regularity. Therefore, it is essential in future security systems to realize a small circuit that can generate high-quality random numbers.

2. Desirable Noise Source Device for the RNG

We proposed various types of small RNGs [1-3]. One of promising RNGs is a novel RNG composed of about twenty CMOS logic gates and several passive devices [1]. This RNG uses a MOS capacitor after soft-breakdown (SBD) as a noise source device whose electrical properties fluctuate randomly, and an astable multivibrator is used for A/D conversion. Figure 1 shows the overall circuit diagram. Even though the noise power spectrum of the MOS capacitor after SBD (MOS-SBD) shows 1/f-like properties that adversely affect the generated random numbers, we demonstrated that the combination of an astable multivibrator and a one-bit counter could eliminate these properties, and that the RNG could produce high-quality random numbers.

However, it is necessary to apply a certain voltage for SBD after the fabrication of RNG. Considering the implementation of this RNG into system LSI, it is not easy to cause SBD of a certain MOS capacitor in an integrated circuit. Therefore, a new noise source device without the post voltage application is more desirable to our RNG.

In this report, we propose a novel noise source device composed of stacked structure of Si and SiO
2, for use in our RNG. Unlike MOS-SBD, the electrical properties of this device fluctuate without post voltage application. We demonstrate high-quality random number generation using our RNG with the noise source device equivalent to that using the SBD-based RNG.

3. Fabrication of Noise Source Device

The noise source device was fabricated on a (100) oriented p-type silicon surface. Thermal oxide film was grown under dry conditions. Undoped silicon was deposited by LPCVD. Next, surface of the deposited silicon layer was oxidized by plasma oxidation. As a result, stacked structure of SiO
2/Si/SiO
2 was formed. Finally, the top electrode of phosphorous-doped poly-silicon was deposited. Device patternning was done with photolithography and dry etching. The area of this device is 0.01 mm
2. Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional structure of the device. The thickness of the upper and lower oxide layers is about 1 nm, and the thickness of intermediate silicon layer is also about 1 nm.

In the case of MOS-SBD, multi-tunneling currents flow through trap sites in the oxide film, and the tunneling conductance may fluctuate due to coulomb repulsion. The origin of noise is tunneling conductance fluctuation. In the case of the stacked structure of SiO
2/Si/SiO
2, electrons flow from the top electrode to the substrate by double tunneling as shown in Fig. 2. It is expected that the tunneling conductance is strongly affected by quantity of charge trapped in the intermediate silicon layer. Since the quantity of charge changes frequently, the tunneling conductance is expected to fluctuate largely.

4. Device Characteristics

Figure 3 shows the current-voltage characteristics of the noise source device. The dashed line shows the results for silicon dioxide film with a thickness of 2.9 nm, which was almost the same as the total thickness of SiO
2/Si/SiO
2 layer for the noise source device. The current was extremely higher than that in silicon dioxide film. This result suggests that the current is subject not to direct tunneling from n+-poly silicon to substrate but to the double tunneling. Figure 4 shows the current fluctuation at a constant voltage of –1 V. It was confirmed that the current fluctuated. Figure 5 shows the normalized power spectrum density of the current fluctuation determined by Fourier transform. The MOS-SBD signals, where the oxide thickness was 4.9 nm, and drain current noise in pMOSFET with the gate dielectric of oxynitride, channel length of 0.25 µm, and channel width of 10 µm, are also shown for comparison. We could obtain the noise source device with the noise power comparable to the MOS-SBD signal. It is also noted that the noise power is much larger than that for the pMOSFET with relatively large noise.
5. Circuit Performance

The frequency of the astable multivibrator was about 100 kHz, the clock frequency of one-bit counter was 16 MHz, and the bit rate of our RNG is 10 kbit/s. Table 1 shows the results of standard statistical tests of FIPS140-2 [4]. The random numbers for the noise source device passed all of these tests, as well as those for SBD. This shows that this noise source device is suitable for use in our RNG for cryptographic applications.

6. Conclusion

We have demonstrated random number generation using a new noise source device without post voltage application unlike MOS-SBD. Such a device is easy to be fabricated using conventional silicon MOSFET processes. The noise power is large enough to be used for the RNG based on an astable multivibrator. The random numbers generated from the noise signals in this device are of sufficient quality for cryptographic applications.
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the overall circuit. The period of the rectangular wave \( t_d \) fluctuates by replacing resistor \( R_b \) with a noise source device. One-bit counter measures each \( t_d \) and converts fluctuating resistance to one-bit random numbers.

Fig. 2: Cross-sectional structure of noise source device. The thickness of upper and lower oxide is about 1 nm. The thickness of intermediate silicon layer is also about 1 nm.

Fig. 3: Current voltage characteristics of noise source device. Dashed line is results for silicon dioxide film with a thickness of 2.9 nm for reference. Electrons flow from the top electrode to the substrate.

Fig. 4: Current fluctuation under constant voltage of –1 V. The current changed randomly.

Fig. 5: Normalized power spectrum density of the current fluctuation determined by Fourier transform. The SBD signals and drain current in pMOSFET are also shown for comparison. The noise power for our device is comparable to the SBD signal, and is much larger than that for the pMOSFET.

Table 1: Results of the statistical tests in FIPS140-2 [2].

Random numbers for the noise source device passed all of these tests, as well as those for SBD.